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Markets
The third quarter proved to be a positive one for investment markets with the only significant period of weakness being
experienced in the middle of July. Subsequent to this, markets generally reacted positively to political, monetary and
economic developments.
At the beginning of July, there was an initial positive reaction to the proposal at the June EU Summit meeting to allow the
European Stability Mechanism directly recapitalise European banks and remove legacy bank debt from sovereign balance
sheets. This quickly unravelled given lack of clarity on the implementation of the proposal and disagreements among
politicians as to what had actually been agreed. European peripheral bond yields rose to new highs as Spanish 10 year
yields hit 7.5% and 2 year yields reached 6.6% at which point Spain effectively no longer had access to funding markets. In
contrast, German and US yields hit new lows of 1.17% and 1.39% respectively as the flight to safe haven assets continued.
The Euro hit a two year low against the US dollar of 1.2040 as fears grew of a Euro break up.
The President of the ECB, Mario Draghi, responded to the heightening crisis by saying it would do whatever it takes
to preserve the Euro and assured that measures taken would be enough to do so. The ECB justified its intervention by
saying the premia evident in peripheral European bond markets came under its mandate as they were interfering with
the monetary transmission mechanism across Europe whereby low official interest rates were not filtering through across
the European economy in relation to the availability of adequate funding at low costs. At its August monthly meeting,
the ECB said it would design a bond buying programme which would be of an adequate size to meet its objectives of
ensuring the survival of the Euro and the proper functioning of bond markets so that peripheral countries could fund
themselves in the market. Investors were encouraged that for the first time since the European crisis began, progress
was finally being made to properly address the issues being faced and was being driven by an entity with the credibility,
authority and necessary resources to do so.
The eventual announcement of the details of the ECB bond buying plan in early September provided a further uplift
for markets as proposals at least met if not exceeded investor expectations. The programme, called Outright Monetary
Transactions (OMT) will be of unlimited size, will not have any formal yield target for bonds purchased, will be focused on
maturities out to three years, will remove the seniority status of the ECB for bonds purchased and thus not devalue bonds
held by other private investors and will be available for countries exiting current assistance programmes when they regain
market access. Conditionality applies in that countries requesting assistance will have to agree terms and conditions in
relation to fiscal policies to reduce deficits. Markets rose on the back of these developments, particularly in Europe and
the Euro began to recover as the tail risks of a Euro break up and severe economic dislocation began to recede, ending the
quarter at 1.2922 against the US dollar. Peripheral bond yields fell substantially with Spanish 10 year yields declining to
5.87% by quarter end while those in core markets rose with German yields ending the period at 1.44%. European equity
markets also responded positively as markets rerated higher on a valuation basis with downside risks being removed
while global equity markets also benefited as fears of a European induced world recession eased.
At the same time as progress was being made on the European policy front, economic data began to improve in the
US with retail sales, personal income and in particular the housing market in terms of activity levels and house prices
all showing positive movements which exceeded expectations. Despite the improvement, growth remained modest
and below levels considered normal prior to the financial crisis. As a result, the Federal Reserve announced the launch
of its third Quantitative Easing Programme (QE3). This involves the purchase of $40bn of Mortgage Backed Securities
(MBS) per month and is open ended in nature with no set end date. Additional asset purchases will be undertaken as
appropriate with the size, pace and composition of the programme being altered as required to meet its objective of lower
unemployment and stimulating growth. Policy will remain accommodative for a considerable time after the economic
recovery strengthens while the time frame over which interest rates will be kept low was extended out to mid 2015. This
provided further support for markets.
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Stocks which were bought over the quarter included Caterpillar, the mining and construction equipment
manufacturer. The company is showing evidence of strong execution and greater consistency in terms
of delivering incremental margins and synergy benefits from recent acquisitions. A key market, the US
construction market is finally showing growth from previously depressed levels and a highway bill has been
passed which should support growth in the company’s most profitable region. We also bought BT Group,
formerly British Telecom. Cost cutting initiatives can drive a stable earnings outlook while the stock is trading
on reasonable valuations with a secure and growing dividend which is targeted to grow 10/15% pa.
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We sold positions in Textron, the industrial conglomerate which manufactures engines and military
equipment, Nexen, a Canadian oil and gas company.
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During the quarter we added to the position in Bank of America. The stock is attractively valued both on a
historic basis and relative to peers and should be one of the main beneficiaries of the recent improvement
in the US housing market given its share of the mortgage market. It has almost completed its disposal
programme and is now looking to grow its loan book, focusing on the SME market with growth in its
commercial loan book of 4% already this year. We also increased the weight is Samsung.
We sold Banco Santander, the Spanish bank and ConocoPhillips, the US oil and gas company. Over the
quarter, Google rose 30.1% as second quarter earnings surged 35% helped by the acquisition of Motorola
Mobility Holdings and as advertisement revenues grew. Citigroup gained 19.4%, benefiting for the
improving backdrop for banks globally, having the greatest overseas exposure among US banks. Investors
also expected the company to begin to return capital to shareholders in 2013.
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Halliburton, was purchased during the quarter. The stock was trading close to trough valuation levels
despite consistently generating close to the highest margins in the industry.. It continues to be successful
in international markets, especially in the deep-water offshore segment. The company has a strong balance
sheet with a high level of cash. Nabors Industries was also bought which provides drilling rigs and offshore
drilling platform facilities. The stock was trading close to trough valuation levels with asset based measures
looking particularly attractive as it traded at a discount to its liquidation value.
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We sold positions in Marathon Oil Corp, Marathon Petroleum Corp and reduced positions in Telefonica, the
Spanish telecoms operator and Vodafone.
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During the quarter we added to the position in Samsung Electronics following weakness in the share after
it was found to have infringed Apple patents in smartphones and tablets and was forced to pay $1bn in
damages. The outlook for the overall smartphone market remains strong given low penetration levels and
Samsung is gaining meaningful share in developing markets and across Europe while average selling prices
continue to move higher.
Over the period, Nokia had gained 35.8% when we sold
the position. After some sharp falls in previous months, a
combination of issues pushed the stock higher including
phone sales in the last quarter being ahead of some
expectations, on-going rumours of the company being
taken over, insiders buying the stock and stock options
being granted to key employees to encourage them to
stay and help restore the company’s growth opportunities.
Google rose 30.1% as second quarter earnings surged
35% helped by the acquisition of Motorola Mobility
Holdings and as advertisement revenues grew.
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Investment Outlook
Looking into the remainder of 2012, markets are likely to remain volatile and will be sensitive to news flow on a variety of factors but equity markets are
expected to have an upward bias. In Europe, while the sovereign debt crisis remains an overhang, recent policy initiatives suggest that some progress is
being made in terms of trying to find a resolution. The most important development has been the creation of a bond buying programme by the ECB called
Outright Monetary Transactions (OMT) which is of unlimited size. This fund will buy bonds out to three year maturities in an effort to allow the monetary
transmission mechanism to function properly whereby the current low level of official interest rates actually flows through to the overall economy in
peripheral countries. While no country has yet applied, short and long term bond yields have already fallen significantly in peripheral markets with further
falls expected once the programme is implemented with Spain expected to be the first to apply. The ECB is seen as the most credible entity to tackle the
crisis with sufficient resources to do so and this move has removed the tail risks of a Euro breakup and the consequent severe economic dislocation. The
overall resolution process will be long and drawn out but for the first time, real progress is being made.
Global central banks have increased monetary stimulus in recent weeks, most notably in the US where the third Quantitative Easing (QE3) programme
was launched by the Federal Reserve. This is open ended with no fixed end date and will remain in place until unemployment improves and the economy
strengthens. It involves the purchase of $40bn of Mortgage Backed Securities (MBS) per month and the Fed has indicated it will increase the size,
composition and pace of the programme as required to meet its objectives. This is supportive of economic growth and equity markets. The Fed has also
said it will remain accommodative for a considerable time even after the recovery strengthens.
In relation to bonds, core markets in Europe such as Germany have benefited from a flight to quality as investors sought capital preservation and yields fell
to historic lows. With moves by the ECB to address the crisis, funds have begun to flow out of German bonds and yields have risen. This trend of rising core
market bond yields and falling peripheral market yields is likely to continue although as elsewhere, volatility is expected to remain a feature.
Risks and uncertainties relate to the forthcoming ‘fiscal cliff’ in the US where a number of tax breaks and allowances are due to finish at year end and
together could take up to 4% from GDP if all were removed at the same time. Some compromise is expected so that the overall negative impact is likely to
be closer to 1% although negotiations around this issue could cause some anxiety. Questions remain over the pace of slowdown in the Chinese economy
which is crucially important for the global economy. Further fiscal and monetary stimulus measures are expected in China but economic news flow will be
carefully monitored.
Overall, investment markets should continue to benefit from the supportive policies of global central banks and moves to reduce the tail risks across Europe.
They will however remain sensitive to political and economic developments which could cause some negative surprises from time to time.
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